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Kampung Boy is a favorite of millions of readers in Southeast Asia. With masterful economy worthy

of Charles Schultz, Lat recounts the life of Mat, a Muslim boy growing up in rural Malaysia in the

1950s: his adventures and mischief-making, fishing trips, religious study, and work on his family's

rubber plantation. Meanwhile, the traditional way of life in his village (or kampung) is steadily

disappearing, with tin mines and factory jobs gradually replacing family farms and rubber

small-holders. When Mat himself leaves for boarding school, he can only hope that his familiar

kampung will still be there when he returns. Kampung Boy is hilarious and affectionate, with brilliant,

super-expressive artwork that opens a window into a world that has now nearly vanished.
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Everybody talks about how important it is to promote multiculturalism to our children. Kids are fed

the usual everybody's different/everybody's the same stuff year after year, sometimes illustrated

with color pictures in a social studies textbook. The obvious conclusion to draw from this would be to

think that this would mean that the world of publishing books for kids would be rife with writers from

all over the world. Yet one of the biggest shocks I received when I became a children's librarian was

to see the lamentable lack of books for the kiddies from any countries aside from the U.S., Canada,

Great Britain, and sometimes Australia. I was baffled. We hardly get any books from India? But



aren't they an English speaking country anyway? And how about, oh I dunno, the ENTIRE

CONTINENT OF AFRICA? Nothing? Nada? Oh, I was pissed, no question. Since that time, I've put

a fair amount of energy into trying to read every little tiny children's book from another continent, no

matter how small. Lately, however, I've been falling down on the job. I don't know if it's ennui or the

fact that I've been reading a lot of books solely from the U.S. lately, but when "Kampung Boy" flew

out of left field and ker-whalloped me upside the head, I never saw it coming. Sweet child of mine,

this isn't just a graphic novel (with far more emphasis on the "novel" part than usual). It's a graphic

novel originally set and published in Malaysia. And the year it was originally published in Malaysia?

1979. Now the book, all thanks to First Second Books, has come here to the U.S. o' A. and I

couldn't be happier. Let's practice a little of what we preach, okay? You believe in multiculturalism?

Then give this book to a kid right now.
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